
Readers of the PROCEEDINGS OF ESTAR(SER) will already be aware  
of the considerable efforts made by various scholars, collectors, bibliophiles, 
and editors to sift the historicity of that peculiar body known as THE ORDER 
OF THE THIRD BIRD. Despite the labors of the ESTAR(SER) researchers,  
a great deal of uncertainty (and even some genuine confusion) persists  
concerning the nature and workings of THE BIRDS — a self-sequestering  
community that seems to function, at least in its modern incarnation,  
as a private association of adepts who convene to perform public and  
private rites of sustained attention to made things (often works of art). 
New documents bearing on the genesis, evolution, and practices of THE 
ORDER are continually coming to light, and we are pleased here to offer  
a sample from a new and interesting body of relevant materials. Details follow.

THE NACHTIGALL 
CONVOLUTE

Materials in the Nachtigall Convolute permit us to establish that these two 
exercises were apparently always used in tandem. In the absence of a given 
work, a suitable Representative was chosen, by lot or other process, and 
agreed to serve as the work for those wishing to attend upon it (shades here 
of the traditions of the tableau vivant, though no literal “enactment” of the 
work seems to have occurred). It would appear that those wishing to attend 
on the missing work performed all four phases of the PROSPHORION  
while the Representative was in “Radiance.”  Experimentation is encouraged.

Representation and Absence  
in Istanbul, ca. 1943
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PROTOCOL OF THE
REPRESENTATIVE

COLLATION
learn what you need  

to stand for the work

NOMINATION
take on the name of the work

KENOTIC 
PREPARATION

empty yourself to the  
proper extent

RADIANCE
permit the work to show forth

ACTION OF THE  
PROSPHORION

REUNION
the thing that is absent has  

appeared before you; follow it.

CUPIDITY
the thing that is absent is  

now within reach; enjoy it.

ABSCISSION
all this was only fantasy. keen  
for the thing that is absent.

VEILLANCE
there is no such thing as  
absence. see: the absent  
thing attends to you.

THE BOĞAZIÇI ROLLS



Overlooked, until recently, among the diverse archival sources known as the  
“W Cache,” the Nachtigall Convolute (a  cylindricated compendium of 
correspondence, notes, and miscellany apparently hailing from Istanbul in the  
early 1940s) came under the scrutiny of a series of working groups of the 
Editorial Committee of ESTAR(SER) beginning in 2014.1 Research is ongoing, 
and only a preliminary report is now possible. Initial findings, however,  
merit review. The documents and ephemera in question would seem to 
offer evidence of an active and experimental community of associates  
of The Order of the Third Bird (or a closely related sodality) at work in  
and around the urbanized regions of the southern Bosporus from the late  
1930s forward. Sustained exercises of close attention to works of art characterize  
the activities of these individuals, some of whom appear to have been identifiable  
cultural figures of significance in the period. Importantly, sources internal  
to the Convolute point to a set of highly distinctive usages among these  
“Birds,” who took particular interest in the recovery and activation  
of formal protocols by which missing objects (objects displaced, lost, destroyed,  
or otherwise unavailable) could be made present (in some sense) for collective  
occasions of what we might call “practical aesthesis.” Reconstructions  
of the most prominent of these techniques — the so-called “Action of the  
Prosphorion” (and its associated “Protocol of the Representative”) — follow  
on the back of this card. But the Nachtigall papers secrete a still  
more charismatic enigma, to wit, the identity of the eponymous “Nachtigall,”  
which moniker serves to designate a German person of great learning  
at the margins of the community in question. Could “Nachtigall” have  
been  none other than Erich Auerbach, then resident in Istanbul, and at work  
upon his epochal Mimesis: The Representation of Reality in Western Literature?  
Perhaps. If so, it would follow that Auerbach himself participated in at least  
one “Action of the Prosphorion” — which may well have influenced his thinking  
about the central trope of his text, figura, that ethereal/earthy confection  
of mere history and transcending signification. More work is needed. FIGURE: A cigarette pack included with the materials of the Nachtigall Convolute. The Bogaziçi  

brand was produced by the Tekel state monopoly, and this box dates to 1939. Inside, rolled like  
a cigarette, two small pieces of paper (the “Bogaziçi Rolls”) give the key Turkish phrases  
of the “Action of the Prosphorion” and its associated “Protocol of the Representative,”  
both reconstructed overleaf. (Photo courtesy Ali Taptık). 

I.  This research was central to the three “Niblach Seminars on Practical Noumenatics” in April,  
May, and August of 2014 — for which gracious acknowledgement is here made to the Niblach 
Bequest, the Kamel Lazar Foundation (Paris), and the Emily Harvey Foundation (New York). 

Text and Context


